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Preface/Préface


With the substantial number of publications of potential interest to Canadian urban history, we need help from the readers of the Urban History Review. Please send bibliographic references, especially for theses, discussion papers, articles on Canadian urban subjects published outside Canada and local history items, to:

Dr. Elizabeth Bloomfield
16 Caribou Crescent
Guelph, Ontario
N1E 1C9

Bibliographic references are welcome at any time of year; for inclusion in the 1984 list (to be published in October 1984) please send them in by the end of May 1984.


En raison du nombre considérable de publications qui peuvent présenter un intérêt pour l’histoire du Canada urbain, nous sollicitons l’aide des lecteurs de la Revue d’histoire urbaine. Prière de faire parvenir toutes références bibliographiques, en particulier, de thèses, de documents de travail, d’articles portant sur le Canada urbain et publiés en dehors du Canada ou de sujets relatifs à l’histoire locale, à:

Dr. Elizabeth Bloomfield
16 Caribou Crescent
Guelph (Ontario)
N1E 1C9

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GUIDES TO SOURCES


See also/voir aussi: 130, 132, 133, 141, 160, 171, 191, 236, 272, 322, 369, 496, 561, 563, 564.

GENERAL WORKS, INCLUDING HISTORIOGRAPHY AND METHODOLOGY


Growth and Economic Development

URBAN ORIGINS AND TOWN PLANTING


See also/voir aussi: 359, 360, 400, 405, 512.

URBAN ECONOMIC GROWTH


### Population


See also/voir aussi: 361, 441, 452, 454, 517.

### Migration


39. THOMPSON, Mary, Daniel KUBAT, Frank FASIK and Steven HAWKINGS. “Tracing Residential Mobility through Data Linkage of Assessment Records: The Example of Residential Stability of Aliens in a Mid- Ontario Metropolitan

See also/voir aussi: 49, 231, 454.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS


484, 487, 491, 492, 498, 499, 500, 501, 503, 557, 566, 573, 574, 578, 583, 584, 596, 599, 603, 629.

URBAN CULTURE


Urban Environment


See also/voir aussi: 3, 15, 224, 581, 590, 611.

PLANNING


See also/voir aussi: 279, 368, 391, 414, 531, 576, 581, 615, 626, 627, 628, 631.

LAND AND DEVELOPMENT


See also/voir aussi: 282, 299, 449, 577.

BUILDING AND ARCHITECTURE


111. “Historic Preservation Resourcebook for Small Communities” (Special Issue) Small Town 13, 3 (November-December, 1982).


113. “Main Street Special Issue.” Canadian Heritage May-June, 1983.


HOUSING


129. CULLEN, Mary K. “Highlights of Domestic Building in Pre-Confederation Quebec and Ontario as seen through Travel Literature from 1763 to 1860.” APT Bulletin XIII (1981): 17-34.

130. CULLINGWORTH, J.B. A Bibliography on Rent Control. Toronto: Centre for Urban and Community Studies, University of Toronto, 1982.


**FORM AND INTERNAL STRUCTURE**


**URBAN CONSERVATION AND RENEWAL**


**Municipal Government**


REGIONAL

Atlantic Canada

GENERAL


See also/voir aussi: 51, 145.

Nova Scotia


HALIFAX


176. MILLWARD, H.A. The Geography of Housing in Metropolitan Halifax, N.S. Atlantic Region Geographical Studies, no. 3. Halifax: Saint Mary's University, 1981.


See also/voir aussi: 119, 145A.

**CAPE BRETON**


**OTHER URBAN CENTRES**


**New Brunswick**


**SAINT JOHN**


See also/voir aussi: 145A.
MONCTON


SHEDIAC


OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTREA CENTRES URBAINES


Prince Edward Island


See also/voir aussi: 119.

Newfoundland

GENERAL


See also/voir aussi: 69.

ST. JOHN'S


CORNER BROOK


Quebec

GENERAL


See also/voir aussi: 129.

MONTREAL

238. ALLABY, Ian. “Old Montreal is its Old Self Again.” Canadian Geographic (February/March 1983): 36-45.


241. BARLOW, I.M. with M. TAYLOR. “Commercial Complexes in the Downtown Area.” In Montreal


252. COMMUNAUTE URBAINE DE MONTRÉAL. Les édifices publics. Repertoire d'architecture traditionelle sur le territoire de la communauté urbaine de Montréal, 1981.


See also/voir aussi: 76, 296.

**QUEBEC CITY**

281. CHARBONNEAU, André; Yvon DESLOGES; and Marc LA FRANCE. *Quebec, the Fortified City: From the 17th to the 19th Century*. Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1982. (Aussi en français).


296. VILLENEUVE, Paul Y. «Changement social et pouvoir municipal à Québec.» Cahiers de géographie du Québec 26, 68 (septembre 1982): 223-34.

SHERBROOKE


AUTRES CENTRES URBAINES: RIMOUSKI


TROIS-RIVIERES - GRAND'MERE - SHAWINIGAN


308. DESHAIES, Laurent et Yves RECHARD. «Délimitation de l'aire d'influence d'une partie d'agglomération urbaine: définition d'une technique et application au Cap-de-la-Madeleine.» Cahiers de géographie du Québec XXVI, 67 (avril 1982): 163-74.


311. LORANGER, Maurice. 125 ans de régime municipal au Cap-de-la-Madeleine. Cap-de-la-Madeleine: Société d'histoire du Cap-de-la-Madeleine, 1981.

312. SEGUIN, Armand. «Évolution des espaces fonctionnels dans la région administrative de Trois-Rivières.» Cahiers de géographie du Québec XXVI, 67 (avril 1982) 45-64.
RIVIERE-DU-LOUP


AUTRES CENTRES


Ontario

GENERAL


See also/voir aussi: 17, 39, 54, 82, 129, 147.

AYLMER


BARRIE AND ORILLIA


GODERICH


GUELPH AND DISTRICT


HAMILTON


See also/voir aussi: 148.

KINGSTON


KITCHENER - WATERLOO - CAMBRIDGE


LONDON


OTTAWA


PARRY SOUND


PERTH


PETERBOROUGH


ST. CATHARINES — NIAGARA


ST. THOMAS


SUDBURY


THUNDER BAY


TORONTO


See also/voir aussi: 45.


OTHER URBAN CENTRES


480. NORTON, W.A. Bowmanville: Another Farewell to Arms. West Hill: Author, 1981.


WESTERN CANADA

GENERAL


492. CLATWORTHY, Stewart and Johnathan P. GUNN. Economic Circumstances of Native People in Selected Metropolitan Centres in Western Canada. Winnipeg: Institute of Urban Studies, University of Winnipeg, 1982.


WINNIPEG


See also/voir aussi: 148, 248.

BRANDON


OTHER CENTRES: YORK FACTORY


WINKLER


THOMPSON


Saskatchewan

GENERAL


REGINA


See also/voir aussi: 148, 519.

SASKATOON


527. PHIPPS, Alan G. *Social Impacts of Housing Reinvestment in the Core Neighbourhoods of Saskatoon.* Ottawa: C.M.H.C., 1982.

**OTHER URBAN CENTRES**

528. KNIGHT, Leith. *All the Moose - All the Jaw: Moose Jaw 100,* 1982.


**Alberta**

**GENERAL**


**CALGARY**

535. CALGARY INSTITUTE FOR THE HUMANITIES. *Calgary's Growth: Boon or Bane.* Calgary, 1981.


**EDMONTON**


See also/voir aussi: 76, 148.

LETHBRIDGE

554. MARSHALSAY, Barbara and Margaret WHEELER. Lethbridge News and Macleod Gazette, 1882-1900: A Subject and Biographical Index. Lethbridge; MW Associates, 1981.


OTHER URBAN CENTRES


British Columbia

GENERAL


See also/voir aussi: 69.

VANCOUVER


132


582. JANSEN, Clifford J. Education and Social Mobility of Immigrants: A Pilot Study Focussing on Italians in Vancouver. Downsview: York University, Institute of Behavioural Research, 1981.


See also/voir aussi: 296.

**VICTORIA**


**KAMLOOPS**


**TUMBLER RIDGE**


**OTHER URBAN CENTRES**


**The North**

**GENERAL**


**DAWSON**


**OTHER CENTRES**


639. SANDERSON, Marie. “Summer at Ukkivik” (Frobisher Bay). *The Beaver* (Spring 1983): 30-5.